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STARability
Foundation named
“Give with Confidence”
organization by
Charity Navigator
STARability Foundation is proud
to announce that its strong financial
health and ongoing accountability
and transparency have earned
an 83/100 rating from Charity
Navigator’s Encompass Rating
System. This score designates
STARability as an official “Give with
Confidence” charity, indicating
that the
organization
is using its
donations
effectively
based on
Charity
Navigator’s
criteria. Charity
Navigator is
America’s
largest and
most-used independent charity
evaluator.
The Encompass Rating System
is a comprehensive evaluation tool
that analyzes nonprofit performance
based on four key indicators, referred
to as beacons. Currently, nonprofits
can earn scores for the Finance &
Accountability, Impact & Results, and
Culture & Community beacons.
“We are proud of this new rating,”
says STARability’s CEO, Karen
Govern. “We take seriously being good
and responsible stewards of donors’
investment in our mission. Whether
we’re reporting on our financials or
our programs’ impact, our goal is to
always be transparent with donors,
families and our community of
supporters and advocates.”
The Encompass Rating System
enables Charity Navigator to increase

the number of nonprofits it evaluates,
growing from 9,000 to more than
160,000 nonprofits evaluated. To be
more inclusive of smaller and more
recently established nonprofits,
the system uses a combination of
automated methods and technologysupported manual research and
analysis to provide donors and
nonprofits
with four
clearly
visualized
indicators of
organizational
effectiveness.
ABOUT
STARability
STARability
Foundation
is a Collier
County-based nonprofit with a
mission of serving individuals with
intellectual and developmental
disabilities. With a professional
staff and more than 100 volunteers,
STARability delivers a full calendar
of engaging, innovative and creative
programs to ensure that participants,
ages 14 to 70, can live their best
lives. STARability Foundation exists
to Support people with intellectual
and developmental disabilities
by providing life-transforming
opportunities that emphasize
Teamwork and connection to the
community to build Awareness and
Respect for their individual abilities.
To help support the work of
STARability or learn more information
about the nonprofit and its programs,
please visit STARability.org or
facebook.com/STARabilityFdn.
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239-610-0853
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You have stories to tell.
We have an audience that wants to hear them.
Collier Citizen
(239) 263-4730
colliercitizen@naplesnews.com

Special welcome offer
Order your case below

12 world-class

Save

100

$

79.99

wines for $

Includes
Shipping

100

% HASSLE-FREE
REFUND GUARANTEE
SCAN ME

If you don’t enjoy any wine, just let us know
and we’ll credit it back - no questions asked

Voted America's #1 Wine
Club 2019, 2020 & 2021

“Excellent” Trustpilot
rating,7,500+ Reviews

Over 150 Gold
Medal Wines

Why such an incredible offer? Because we believe you
deserve better wine for less and direct access to those that
make it - the world's best independent winemakers.

Redeem this deal at nakedwines.com/NAPL21
Voucher Code: NAPL21
Password: ASP32XYN

239-351-2049

NAPL21

ASP32XYN

nakedwines.com/NAPL21

Terms and Conditions: $100 off a preselected twelve-pack valued at $179.99. Wines pictured in the advertisement may not be available. First time customers and 21+ only. Void in AK, AL,
AR, DE, HI, IN, MI, MS, MO, NJ, OH, RI, SD, TX, UT and where prohibited. By redeeming this offer, you agree to make a $40 monthly contribution to your Naked Wines account (charged until
you cancel) that you can use to buy wine. Unused contributions are fully refundable. Additional restrictions apply and vary by state, see complete details at nakedwines.com/terms.
ND-GCI0756382-04

